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Ertri Indonesia is a creative digital 

agency that sets trends for the industry. 

Our team will always push themselves 

further beyond the limit. While doing so, 

they will also execute all works 

professionally with all their hearts in it.



Head quartered in South Jakarta, Indonesia. We are an 

interactive and creative digital agency specialized in 

providing creative solutions with a touch of our own 

magical process. We bridge the path between logic and 

magic, incubate it internally, then we make the formula, 

mix the spices and deliver your special something above 

the surface of the sea full of mediocracy. 

Who 
We 
Are.



To be able to contribute maximally in the digital field within 

the creative industry, we believe that providing the highest 

standard for a project requires working with the most creative 

and innovative minds so that we are able to become creative 

problem solvers in the digital era that changes drastically. For 

that reason, we also believe that by having all aspects required 

to produce content for all the fields of the creative industry, we 

are able to develop digital media assets that are informative in 

creative way which also encourage people to keep creating and 

innovating in the creative industry in Indonesia.

Our 
Brand 
Vision.



Our 
Brand
Story.

We are the believers of a better tomorrow, 

we dare to push any boundaries and create 

ideas that are ahead of this time with our 

great teamwork.

 

We believe that our special something can 

bring multi-disciplinary solutions to grow 

faster and go even further to develop 

something magnificent, especially for you. 



Our Magical Clients



Right Place

Right People
Right Time



Our
Services.



Social Media Management

In Indonesia, social media users reached 79 

million in 2016, or around 30 percent of the 

total population.

 

The use of social media through mobile 

phone reached 66 million users, or around 

25 percent of the total population.

In 2017, Indonesia has topped Asia Pacific's 

list of Instagram's biggest market with 45 

million active users per month 93 percent 

of Indonesia’s 88 million internet users 

access the internet from smartphones and 

it turns out that these users spend an 

average of 5.5 hours a day.

FACTS:

Social media plays an important role in the 

digital era as a communication tool, where users 

can share information and knowledge with 

other users.

Did you know that by 

providing creative and good 

social media contents you can 

easily raise your brand aware-

ness and engagement rate? 

“So just sit back and 

relax while we do 

our creative magic 

and turn your feed 

into a whole new 

element”



Key Opinion Leader
Compared to other traditional marketing methods, mouth 

to mouth marketing is still the most effective way to 

approach audience, one of it is the use of Key Opinion 

Leader.

STEPS IN 
CHOOSING KOL:
Pay close attention to the relevancy of the KOL 

with the market that your brand is trying to 

engage.

The number of followers and the engagement 

rate are two mandatory points in choosing a KOL 

as it can give you a good estimation of how far 

your message will be broadcasted.

Is your KOL often invited to speak at conferences? 

Is he/she really an expert in the industry? Yes, 

offline reputation is also an important point.

And guess what: 

“We can help you 

choose the KOL that 

aligns with your 

brand!”



Programmatic Ads
The effectiveness and efficiency of our approach with 

programmatic ads provides certainty that your online 

advertising campaigns are well managed by our team

“With Programmatic ads, our team 

can manage the media delivery with 

ease so that we reach your target 

audience effectively”



Website Development

“We divide the development 

into three steps:

Graphic design,

Front-end development,

Back-end development.”

Website is a necessary element of company 

that bridges potential clients to your business



Visual Design

Photography

Branding

Videography

Motion Graphics



Our
Works



Services

Campaign :

NESCAFE Kickstart

KOL Management :

18-24 Yolo, in frame with 

nescafe ready-to-drink 

product. Promote entre-

preneurship among the 

youth.



Services

Campaign :

Maman Yuk

KOL Management :

Woman with 1-2 years old 

child, able to sing, Produce 

a video and sing the 

Cerelac Jingle



Campaign :

Grow Happy

KOL Management :

21-35 modern mom’s 

Services



App Development

Services



Always On/ KOL/ 

Microsite Development/ 

Ads Management

Social Media Management

#ORIGAMIHATIKAMI

#BEKALHIDUP

www.panindai-ichilife.co.id

Services



Campaign :

#25% Gula Lebih Rendah

KOL Management :

Modern with healthy 

lifestyle mom having kids

6-14 Years old. 

Services



Campaign :

Hanya Cinta

KOL Management :

Lovely mom having 1-3 

years old kids, celebrity.

Services



Services

Tebak Skor Kacang Garuda

Facebook App



Services

Web Development &

Social Media Management



Services

Web Development 



Services

Web Development 



Services

Web Development 



Services

Photography



Services

Web Development



Services

Annual Report 2016
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